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Cloud Replication

Data teams and analysts need Salesforce data, they shouldn’t have to 
navigate complex APIs and integration layers to access it
At enterprise scale, a solution requires experienced architects to manage and maintain performance as your 
Salesforce data grows. 



Continuous innovation leads to rapid updates, and downstream data teams struggle to keep up - locking away key 
data to power your business. That’s why data teams need access to data in a simple, flat file format that’s securely 
encrypted end-to-end.
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Why Cloud Replication?

Feed your AI/BI Projects with comprehensive data
Access every version, any time, across all your records, and 
easily create a historical data lake.

Solve any replication challenge with one API
Provide weekly full extraction or at 15 minute intervals to power 
time series analysis or near real time updates of data

maximize efficiency with Zero impact on API calls
Leveraging your backup schedule allows you to reuse data 
with no impact on API usage and performance

The Salesforce enterprise partner 
of choice

data automation

replicate

automate seedsync

amazon s3

on premise

google 
storage

azure blob

Never break your integration. Our 
platform automatically adapts to Salesforce 
schema changes, and new objects and fields 
appear immediately in your target data store.

Fastest extraction in the market. Extract 
up to 300 million records per hour, with the 
most complete data for time series analysis. 

Data model-aware replication. Target 
only the data and metadata needed. We 
support full or incremental replication on a 
coherent family of objects and relationships.

Extract once, replicate as needed. Limit 
API call consumption by extracting data from 
Salesforce once, for both your backups and 
replication.
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Automate extraction of Salesforce data in the format your data teams 
know and love.
To get the most from your Salesforce data, you need a simple, effective way to deliver it to outside systems. 
Effortlessly integrate all your data into your teams’ daily routine by using Odaseva Cloud Replication to quickly get 
your data anywhere you need to:

Comply with regulations
Keep every version of your Salesforce data 
(including Event Logs), metadata and files in 
your own storage

Feed projects with time-series data
Access every version, any time, of all your 
records, and easily create a historical data 
lake

Connect with the systems that are 
native to your data analysts
Azure Blob Storage, Amazon S3, Google 
Cloud Platform storage, Dropbox, Google 
Drive, and SFTP

Solve replication challenges
Our flexible API supports any amount of 
Salesforce data in multiple formats

Trusted By

Designed for scale. Designed for the enterprise.
Secure your mission-critical Salesforce data to protect against common threats like data loss, 

corruption, and non-compliance.

100+ million
Salesforce users 
supported

5-star Rating
AppExchange partner

6 patents pending
including API 
optimization

Learn more and get a demo at

odaseva.com

Get a demo at Odaseva.com today

Anil Sistla
Platform Lead, Schneider Electric

Odaseva helps us manage Salesforce data in a simple, secure 
way. Where other solutions put the Salesforce platform first, 
Odaseva looks at data from a more holistic perspective, including 
our data model, data flows and processes.
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https://www.odaseva.com/

